The visible storage provides a glimpse into the archives of two leading names in Finnish design history, Rut Bryk (1916–1999) and Tapio Wirkkala (1915–1985). As home to the Tapio Wirkkala Rut Bryk Foundation Collection, EMMA permanently presents sketches, drawings, photographs and scale models alongside an extensive pick of finished works by both artists. Highlights include rare models by Wirkkala that never went into production. The visible storage offers a new kind of glimpse into the collection, giving viewers the chance to explore and make discoveries. It also provides a sneak peek into conservation practices and art photography as well as other behind-the-scenes work done by museum professionals. #brykwirkkala #visiblestorage
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More information:
Pilvi Kalhama, Museum Director, pilvi.kalhama@emmamuseum.fi, 040-5334070
Henna Paunu, Chief Curator, henna.paunu@emmamuseum.fi, 043 824 6354

Interview bookings:
Iia Palovaara, Communications Coordinator, iia.palovaara@emmamuseum.fi, 043-8268713

EMMA – Espoo Museum of Modern Art showcases Finnish and international modernism, contemporary art, and design. EMMA’s exhibition spaces – the largest in Finland – are housed in a striking building which is a modernist landmark of industrial architecture designed by Professor Aarno Ruusuvuori. EMMA is based in the Exhibition Centre Weegee in Tapiola district, Espoo. The clean-lined modern architecture enhances the experiential dimension of the displays, which include changing exhibitions and the permanent collections of EMMA, the Saastamoinen Foundation and the Tapio Wirkkala Rut Bryk Foundation. #emmamuseum